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There was a golden time of Chinese-Thai literatures in Thailand during 1950s
through 1960s. At these time, among a number of works, per se “Sampheng Lady" by
Chen Ding, “A story of Khun-Luang" and " A Millionaire family" by Tan Zhen , a
collaborative fiction “A Stormy Yaowarat” by Li Hong with other eight writers and
other collaborative fiction “The Legend of misfortune Sir” by the team of six writers
were the influentially performances and great representatives of literary works . The
mention novels have created the characters from different society levels. They have
got the colorful life, like set up a characters art gallery. All of them reflected the actual
Chinese community in Thailand during the 1950s through 1960s, showing the
situation of Chinese people in the mention area, including, how were their own
customs, and what were their perspectives being in Thailand along with the
relationship between Thai and Chinese during that period of time.
This paper mainly focused on, firstly, investigating and analyzing the
contribution of local economic and intercultural made by Thai-Chinese through the
influential and being representative novels. Secondly, from the cultural point of view,
revealing and contemplating the Thai-Chinese actual life along with the cultural
perspective, and then exploring the deep cultural significance through the character’s
characteristic.
The main structure and content are as follows:
The introduction is describing the research status of the novels “Sampheng
Lady”, "The story of Khun-Luang", "A millionaire family", “The legend of
misfortune Sir", "A Stormy Yaowarat". Then, declaring the purpose, significance,
research methods and the innovative in this dissertation.
The body part comprises four chapters
Chapter one:Overview the 1950s through 1960s, focusing on Sampeng Road and
Yaowarat Road which are main Thai-Chinese commercial area (these two mention
roads are the oldest and being representative the China town in Thailand, and they















analysis of all kind Thai-Chinese business community aspect along with the cultural
significance. Based on the different characteristics of different business types,
dividing up the image of characters into hard-working and self-devotion of successful
man, selfish and greedy merchants, "The second-generation” who covetous and lazy,
and the last one is the street venders who have full of integrity and mutual. Afterwards,
exploring the essential business culture in Thailand on basis, including the
contribution of the first Chinese generation had made for economic in Thailand.
Chapter two: During the 1950s through 1960s Bangkok's Chinatown was the
Chinese settlements in Thailand, where the majority of the Thai-Chinese was
Teochewian. Most of them were farmers from the Chaozhou-Shantou area; some of
them were Teochewain descendants. In Thailand, they were living in different social
levels and having the different living conditions.
But in the actual life, even though they were from different social level, but they
always reflected the rich Teochew culture. This chapter attempts to explore the effect
of Teochew feudal culture toward the Thai-Chinese through the role of Teochew
traditional kindness female characters and the parental characters whose have full of
Teochew traditional hierarchy perspective. Analyzing the Teochew character’s great
humanity perspective that reflects the valuable of great humanity perspective and
great morality of Thai-Teochew people during the 1950s through the 1960s.
Chapter three : During the 1950's through 1960's, the Thai-Chinese society was
still occupied by the feudal cultural perspective. When the modernized Chinese
thinking and the Western’s capitalism were integrated into their unique culture, the
young Thai-Chinese intellectual had suffered and gotten confuse on their lives, works,
and mentalities. This chapter, based on optimistic perspective, attempting to reveal the
valuable of modern economic, the traditional agricultural society values, and the
conflict of humanity perspective through these five characters: the idealizers who got
full of aspiration, the rebels of old customary marriages, the young bloods who loved
and paid respect to Chinese traditional culture, the young artists who devoted
themselves to the Chinese culture, and the encouragers who stimulated culture















intellectual desired the democracy system and how they preserved along with
expanding the great Chinese Authentic culture by highlighting on the character’s
perspective.
Chapter four: On the basis of above three chapters, analysis the Thai and Chinese
intercultural from folk culture, marriage culture, and religion. With these three criteria,
exploring the exchange culture situation between Thai and Chinese.
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